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Adobe Creative Suite 6 Design and Web Premium Digital ClassroomJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Expert book-and-video package gives you complete training on Creative Suite 6 Design Premium! The next best thing to having your own private instructor guiding you through Adobe Creative Suite 6 Design and Web Premium at your own pace is this terrific book-and-video training tool from the expert instructors at AGI. More than 25 self-paced...
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HTML5 Digital Classroom, (Book and Video Training)John Wiley & Sons, 2011

	This book will get you up-and-running fast with HTML5 and CSS3. The HTML5 Digital Classroom is divided into two sections. The first section covers the fundamentals of HTML5 along with the essentials of styling text and creating page layouts using XHTML/HTML and CSS. If you are new to web page development, or are updating your skills from...
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Advances in Web-based Education: Personalized Learning EnvironmentsInformation Science Publishing, 2005
Advances in technology are increasingly impacting the way in which curriculum is delivered and assessed. The emergence of the Internet has offered learners a new instructional delivery system that connects them with educational resources. Advances in Web-Based Education: Personalized Learning Environments covers a wide range of factors that...
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CISSP: Certified Information Systems Security Professional Study GuideSybex, 2003

	CISSP Certified Information Systems Security Professional Study Guide Here's the book you need to prepare for the challenging CISSP exam from (ISC This third edition was developed to meet the exacting requirements of today's security certification candidates, and has been thoroughly updated to cover recent technological advances in...
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Web Development with jQueryWrox Press, 2015

	Newly revised and updated resource on jQuery's many features and advantages


	Web Development with jQuery offers a major update to the popular Beginning JavaScript and CSS Development with jQuery from 2009. More than half of the content is new or updated, and reflects recent innovations with regard to mobile...
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Sound Systems: Explicit, Systematic Phonics in Early Literacy ContextsStenhouse Publishers, 2002

	
		How to teach phonics to young children is one of the most vexing and complex issues for early childhood educators today. Teachers know lockstep commercial phonics programs do not meet the needs of all children. At the same time, teachers who avoid explicit instruction in phonics because they lack linguistic and assessment know-how...
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Photoshop CS5 and Lightroom 3: A Photographer's HandbookRocky Nook, 2010

	Adobe Photoshop is central to almost all photography workflows today. Each new version fo the software is a milestone in the development of this imaging behemoth, and 2010's release of CS5 is no exception.

	

	Photographers often feel overwhelmed when starting with Photoshop; the sheer number of tools and options make it...
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The Cruise Control Diet: Automate Your Diet and Conquer Weight Loss ForeverBallantine Books, 2019

	Activate your weight-loss autopilot—use the power of simple intermittent fasting to lose the pounds and keep them off, from Hollywood trainer and #1 New York Times bestselling author Jorge Cruise.

	

	Timing is everything when it comes to losing weight. Or, as celebrity trainer Jorge Cruise...
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eLearning with Dreamweaver® MX: Building Online Learning ApplicationsPeachpit Press, 2002
Learn how to create compelling online learning applications with Dreamweaver MX. When designing online learning applications, concepts such as interactivity levels, user tracking, and audience level must be understood before a developer can start coding a single web page. eLearning with Dreamweaver MX:...
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Pediatric and Adolescent Musculoskeletal MRI: A Case-Based ApproachSpringer, 2007


	MRI has transformed the field of pediatric and adolescent musculoskeletal imaging.

	When the more senior (and gray haired) of the two authors completed his pediatric

	radiology training, orthopedic radiology was a primarily plain film based discipline,

	occasionally supplemented by arthrography. Although much could be gleaned from...
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Developing Serious Games (Game Development Series)Charles River, 2006
With the impressive growth the games industry has enjoyed for the past decade, game developers, educators, and marketing firms are excitedly envisioning serious games applications for computer game technologies. These applications- serious games- represent opportunities for game developers to apply their talents to areas outside of the...
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Future Directions in Distance Learning and Communication Technologies (Advances in Distance Education Technologies)IGI Global, 2006
Distance education technology combines communication with educational and intelligent methods to develop software and hardware systems that support learning activities with spatiotemporal flexibilities.    Future Directions in Distance Learning and Communication Technologies presents theoretical studies and practical solutions for engineers,...
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